SEAMLESS FLOORING SYSTEMS FOR

MECHANICAL
ROOMS
When it comes to mechanical rooms, you need flooring that is durable,
provides seamless waterproofing, easily works around all types of drains,
and delivers a safe non-slip surface for your maintenance crew. DurA-Flex’s simple to maintain mechanical room flooring systems come in
multiple builds to focus on what is important to you and your facility.
Systems with less installation steps can reduce overall downtime, while
more robust systems include the ability to install over green concrete,
enhanced abrasion resistance, and UV stability for a seamless flooring
solution that will last for years. Common use sites for these systems
include Mechanical Rooms, Server Rooms, Data Centers, Equipment
Rooms, and Chiller Rooms.
Dur-A-Flex provides a variety of seamless resinous flooring options,
expert installation, and on-going support so you get a product that stands
up to the toughest environments in your mechanical room spaces.

NON SLIP

Textured finishes aid in a safer
floor, even when wet

WATERPROOFING
MEMBRANE

Stops water from penetrating
the surface of the coating and
damaging the substrate

VARIABLE INSTALL
WINDOW
Coat over green or 28+ day
old concrete

DRAIN COMPATIBLE
Works seamlessly around a
variety of floor drains

Dur-A-Gard™ MR
A seamless, pigmented flooring system designed for use in light duty/light traffic
mechanical rooms consisting of an optional primer/moisture barrier for use over green
concrete, an elastomeric waterproofing membrane, a 100% solids epoxy wear coat with an
optional non-slip broadcast, finished with a UV stable abrasion resistant topcoat. Dur-A-Gard
MR has a nominal system thickness of 36-52 mils.
Dur-A-Gard™ MR is designed to reduce steps for a quick installation and work seamlessly
around a variety of floor drains to provide a protective flooring solution where heavy use and
color stability are not the top priority.

Shop Floor™ MR
A seamless, non-slip pigmented flooring system designed for heavy duty use in mechanical
or server rooms consisting of an optional primer/moisture barrier, a waterproofing membrane,
broadcast coats, and a highly abrasion resistant/UV stable topcoat. Shop Floor MR has a
nominal system thickness of 1/16” - 1/8”.
Shop Floor™ MR is designed to work seamlessly around a variety of floor drains and provide
excellent impact and slip resistance for a flooring solution that will maintain aesthetics and
stand up to constant traffic.
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